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Details of Visit:

Author: Randomiser
Location 2: Borough
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 25 May 2012 16:30
Duration of Visit: 75
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.allservicesescort.com
Phone: 07549898774

The Premises:

Clean and tidy studio flat on the 4th or 5th floor (no lift) of an apartment block very close to tube
station. 

The Lady:

She has a number of pics on her website which are an accurate representation of her. Brazilian,
blond, about 5' 5" with B/C natural breasts. Her pictures blur her face which I found attractive
though probably a bit closer to 40 than her stated age of 32.

The Story:

Having been recently burned we spent some time discussing the services included in her rate and
whether there were instances when she wouldn't offer them. She said that provided that I was
clean, she didn't foresee a problem with French kissing, OWO and CIM.

I arrived at the tube station, called her and she provided directions to her flat. On arrival I was
greeted with a nice hug sorted the paperwork and made my way to the shower.

Following a bit of foreplay I began to kiss her. Unfortunately, French kissing not on offer and I found
her kissing pretty unenthusiastic. I enjoyed RO though she must not have as she was completely
unresponsive. She then proceeded to kiss my body for what seemed an unnaturally long period of
time. While I enjoyed the attention it was interspersed with about 3-4 inspections of my penis
(something I've not encountered before). Ultimately, I asked her if she could do oral. She offered to
do oral with. I said I preferred if she could do oral without and she ultimately agreed and I'm glad
because I found it to be excellent. I asked her if CIM was available but it was not.

Following a finish in cowgirl, we chatted about her native land. Later, she initiated round two and
despite her extensive efforts (which meant I ran over my allotted time) with OWO and HR I didn't
manage to finish a second time.

Hmmm. I have mixed feelings about the recommendation. On the one hand, I really enjoyed the
OWO and cowgirl and appreciated her efforts beyond the time limit. On the other hand, I was
disappointed that services which appear to be ordinarily available to others were not available to
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me. I guess I will chalk that up to a lack of chemistry. Because of the effort she did put in to those
services she did provide, I will recommend her to others though I won't be seeing her again myself.
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